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COSMOLOGY (DARK MATTER) STAR FORMATION (GMC)

Guszejnov+ 15,16, 17 
Grudic+ 16, 17

Massive Stars are (Statistically) Clustered on All Scales

• Correlation functions / clustering in space & time  
• “Fractal” & “Filamentary” morphologies & “Bursty-ness” in time 
• Galaxies & ISM are dynamic systems

(A. Kravtsov) (M. Bate)
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• Multiplicity (disk & core) 

• “Cluster” formation 

• Sub-cluster dynamics/ 
  merging/supermassive 
  stars/IMBHs/LIGO sources 

• IMF: turbulent fragmentation  
   & competitive accretion 

• GMC destruction & lifetimes

(0.001 Msun resolution)

IMF: arXiv:2205.10413 
Jets are crucial: arXiv: 2010.11249 
Global dynamics: arXiv:2201.00882 
Cluster formation: arXiv:2201.01781

STARFORGE: 
David Guszejnov & Mike Grudic 

+ Anna Rosen & Stella Offner

Clustering (in space AND time) Matters 
STAR FORMATION (~au-pc) scales



Resolution ~0.1 Msun

Walch et al.

Star formation is “clustered”

Supernovae spread uniformly Supernovae clustered

Orr+ 17,18,19, 20, 22, 23 (1701.01788) 
Su+17,18, 23 (1607.05274) 

(also Torrey+17, Martizzi+16, 
Walch+17, Kimm+18)

No 
Feedback

Observed

• “Burstiness” vs. scale 
• Non-equilibrium SF 
• GMCs/Star clusters 
• ISM Turbulence

Clustering Matters 
ISM (~pc-kpc) scales 



Yellow: hot (>million K)     Pink: warm (~10,000 K)     Blue: cold (~100 K)

FIRE-3 + STARFORGE 
From Cosmological scales to to  resolution  
   in GMCs, ultra-faints, & galactic nuclei

≪ M⊙

FIRE-3 (arXiv:2203.00040):

+STARFORGE
Hui Li 
(prep)

• Galactic Outflows & Chimneys 
• Super-Bubbles & ISM Structure 
• GMCs/Star cluster IMFs 
• Dark Matter Profiles 
• Stellar & Gas Kinematics 
• Re-ionization (FUV Escape Fractions) 
• Outflow Duty Cycles/Observability 
• Abundances/Enrichment



“Constant” Star Formation & Feedback “Dynamical” Star Formation & Feedback

Proto-Milky Way: Gas Temperature:

PFH ‘14
M. Sparre

arxiv:1510.03869 

10 kpc lighter=hotter

No feedback

“constant”
  winds

Dynamical  
   Feedback

Clustering Matters 
GALACTIC (kpc-Mpc) scales
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Star Formation  
Histories

(Dwarfs)    Fitts+1611.02281

FIRE Dwarf

TK Chan 
(1711.04788)Cored DM profiles &  

Ultra-Diffuse Galaxies

DM 

0
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Distance to nearest L* galaxy
100 kpc 1400 kpc

SMC

Morphologies & Kinematics

Coral Wheeler 
(1504.02466)

Kareem El-Badry 
(1512.01235) 

Dynamics & Profiles 

Imprints of Clustering in Dwarfs

Observed 
(Evan!)

sims

Pop-III?
Wheeler+  

1812.02749 

Escala+

1710.06533

Abundances 
& Outflow Dynamics

(SFR-M*) Sparre +1510.03869 



1 kpc

green: ionized red: hot magenta: neutral

Feedback Saves Cold Dark Matter? 
NO EXOTIC PHYSICS?

Onorbe et al. 
(arXiv:1502.02036) 

Chan et al. 
(arXiv:1507.02282) 

Wheeler et al. 
(arXiv:1504.02466) 

and… 
Brook +12 

Pontzen+ 12 
Di Cinto+ 16

Predicted 
(“Sufficiently” Bursty)



S. Muratov 
(arXiv:1501.03155)

C. Hayward
(arxiv:1510.05650)

“feedback-dominated”
low mass

gas rich
cold, violent outflows

to 

“gravity-dominated”
high mass

gas poor
gentle hot gas “venting”

10 kpc

Transitions Key to Disk Formation



What is “Bursty-ness”? 
Do We Understand Any of This?



Universal 
(Guszejnov+Grudic: 1707.05799): 

Stars 
Cores 
Clumps 
GMCs 
Star clusters 
Galaxies

}

Guszejnov: arXiv:1610.00772 (+PFH ’12)

Clustering is inevitable  
   in gravitational structure



BUT… Wide Range of Behaviors
Disk-Burst Tests 5
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Figure 1. Images of representative test dwarf galaxy simulations from Table 1 at z = 0. We show mock ugr HST composites with the pink alpha layer showing
H↵ emission, projected face-on (first from left) and edge-on (second) to the total angular momentum vector, and three-band gas images showing different
phases (cold gas at ⌧ 104 K, magenta; warm at ⇠ 104 K, green; hot at & 105 K, red) face-on (third) and edge-on (fourth). Rows show different simulations.
Top: Default: This produces a system which is spheroidal (not disky) and has bursty SF. Second from Top: ⇢0 = 10: Adding a more extended deep potential
produces results which are spheroidal but with a smooth SFH. Third: M0 = 2: Adding a concentrated central potential/mass profile produces a disky system
with bursty SF. Bottom: V0 = 100: This features a deep potential and centrally-concentrated mass profile which is disky with smooth SF.

2.4 Analysis

In our analysis below, some quantities are relatively easy to de-
fine: we measure the stellar mass, gas mass, and star formation rates
within a sphere of 20kpc. For this stellar mass and SFR this is larger
than the main galaxy and the contribution of satellites is negligible,
so the choice of sphere size has little effect. For the gas the val-
ues do depend on radius and this choice is somewhat arbitrary but
our qualitative conclusions are independent of where we define this
measurement (it is simply a convenient reference point). When we
show circular velocity curves we simply define:

V 2
c (r)⌘ aspherical r =

GMenc(< r)
r

+a⇤(r)r (3)

i.e. we neglect the (very small, for our purposes) corrections to Vc

from non-spherical terms in the potential. Images are mock HST-
like ugr composites or multi-temperature composites computed by
post-processing the simulations self-consistently with the stellar

population models and gas/dust extinction models in-code, follow-
ing Hopkins et al. (2005, 2014). Star formation histories are arche-
ological (SFH of stars in the galaxy at z = 0), although because the
stars are primarily formed in-situ this is very similar to a SFH fol-
lowing the “main progenitor.”

“Disky-ness” and “Bursty-ness” in Table 1 are qualitative
terms, so need some clarification. When we refer to “diskiness” we
generally are referring to the visual morphology of the gas (and
stellar, if we explicitly refer to a stellar disk), though we will show
cases with formally-measured Vrot/�, H/R, and j/ jc, to support
this. Likewise we rely on visual classification of the SFHs to label
simulations as “bursty” or not in Table 1. But in the large major-
ity of cases the classification is un-ambiguous, and we specifically
identify cases where it is ambiguous (either because it appears “in
between” in some sense, or because different indicators disagree).
More extensive exploration of different labeling schemes and justi-

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)

PFH, Gurvich, Shen, Hafen+: arXiv:2301.08263
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AND… Correlation functions aren’t everything

Spatial Density (contours)

1

10

100
Star formation rate vs. 
Time

identical  
power spectra

• Theory: 
  - Correlations  
      important 
  - Highly non-linear  
  - How to compare? 
      What’s the metric? 

• Observations: 
   - Need additional 
      diagnostics 
   - Kinematics of the  
      young stars key 
   - Compare to gas 
   - Large samples  
      with different ages,  
      to infer bursty-ness!



What Physically Influences Burstiness on “Global” Scales?

• Mass (halo or stellar or gas)


• Potential shape


• Gas fraction


• Feedback rates/strengths/physics/forms


• SF criteria/rates


• Formation times


• Spin (gas or halo)


• Toomre Q


• Cooling/dynamical times/rates


• Numerical methods


• Metallicities


• Accretion rates


• CGM vs ISM vs IGM temperatures/pressure

Many ideas:  
  All mutually correlated…. Most directly sensitive to:

• Depth of the potential

PFH, Gurvich, Shen, Hafen+: arXiv:2301.08263



Why?

1. Deeper potential = harder to eject the ISM? 
 

- given SF in ISM from local self-regulation,  
    ability to eject scales ? amplitude?


2. Ejected gas travels less far,  
      stays in/near disk? 
 

- SF always locally bursty (~kpc or galaxy center),  
     but “ejected” gas stays in disk? coherence?


3. Recycling time reduced:  
      outflows  fountains?

∼ σ/Vesc

→

“Overshoot” and ejection 
of the ISM is minimized

At z=0, where is the gas that  
was in the ISM at z=0.5?

Chris Hayward (HH17):  
Predicted “overshoot zone”



Sam Ponnada 
 (2206.04764)

“Zoom in” on AGN  
  accretion disks

Sarah Wellons 
(2203.06201)

Daniel  
  Angles-Alcazar

Axion & dissipative & EMD  
   dark matter tests

X. Jacob Shen  
(2206.05327)

Isabelle  
Sands

Stellar mergers & hyper- 
  Eddington accretion -> IMBH

Yanlong Shi

(2008.12290) Kyle Kremer

Gina Panopoulou

B-field diagnostics: Zeeman,  
   RM/DM, dust polarization

Lots to do!

• SF is “coherent” (clustered in space & time) on all scales
• “How Clustered?” matters, & deeply uncertain 
  - “How strong?” (amplitude) 
  - “How coherent?” (phases) 
  - “What scales?” (spatial/time coherence) 
  - “Is it stable?” (self-reinforcing/non-linear)


